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While US-based investors have often embraced the return potential and diversification benefits of 

international large-cap equities, US small-cap equities and Growth and Emerging Markets, there is 

one area within the global equity universe that is frequently underrepresented or entirely absent all 

together—international small-cap equities.  

International equities (inclusive of all capitalization ranges) already comprise over half of the total 

equity global market capitalization, a figure projected to grow to 62% by 2030. Although the 

majority of investors have exposure to international large-cap equities, many fail to realize that 

international small-cap equities have unique characteristics and can act as both a diversifier and 

complement to an international large-cap allocation. For example, the international small-cap 

universe is comprised of nearly 4,000 stocks, where a higher degree of dispersion in valuations 

and returns, particularly relative to the large-cap universe, allows for a greater degree of active 

management and stock selection. Historically, international small-cap equities have provided 

stronger risk-adjusted results relative to both US and international large-cap stocks, as well as 

offered additional diversification benefits relative to US small-caps. As investors consider future 

equity allocation decisions, we believe the international small-cap universe can offer attractive 

access to global growth through a differentiated opportunity set.

Why International Equity?

Growing share of global market capitalization

The US accounts for approximately 46% of the global equity universe,1 yet for most US investors, 
domestic equities comprise a disproportionately larger percentage of their equity portfolios. Having 
a strong home bias can prevent US investors from achieving the risk and return benefits of a more 
diversified, global portfolio. Moreover, US equity markets are projected to represent an increasingly 
smaller share of the total world market cap over the next few decades as global and Growth and 
Emerging Markets deepen. When considering future equity allocations, we believe investors should 
increase the degree of globalization in their portfolios to better position themselves to capture this 
compelling opportunity.  
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1�Source:�MSCI�All�Country�World�Index,�by�Weight�%.�As�of�December�31,�2011.
This�information�discusses�general�market�activity,�industry�or�sector�trends,�or�other�broad-based�economic,�market�or�political�conditions�and�
should�not�be�construed�as�research�or�investment�advice.�Please�see�additional�disclosures.
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2FactSet�as�of�December�31,�2011.�
3US�Based�on�Morningstar�Categories:�Small�Cap�Growth,�Small�Cap�Value,�and�Small�Cap�Blend;�Non�US�Based�on�Morningstar�Categories:�
Foreign�Small/SMID�Growth�and�Foreign�Small/Mid�Blend.�
This�information�discusses�general�market�activity,�industry�or�sector�trends,�or�other�broad-based�economic,�market�or�political�conditions�and�
should�not�be�construed�as�research�or�investment�advice.�Please�see�additional�disclosures.

Exhibit 1: International equities are gaining share of the global market capitalization

Sources:�MSCI�All�Country�World�Index,�by�Weight�%.�As�of�December�31,�2011;�“Global�Economics�Paper�No:�204”,�GS�Global�ECS�Research.�
September�8,�2010. 

Understanding the international small-cap opportunity

This trend also holds true within the small-cap segment of the developed equity universe. For investors 
who already access small-caps through the US market, consider the broader picture: small-cap equities 
comprise 14% of today’s total global market cap. Within small-cap equities, international small-caps 
represent 55% of the total universe,2 yet the average US investor allocates approximately 15% of their 
small-cap exposure to these stocks.3 We believe that small-cap investors should more broadly diversify 
and complement their US small-cap market exposure with international small-cap equities in an effort 
to better reflect globalization and the future growth of non-US equity markets. 

Increasing investor focus

Recent search activity substantiates the notion that investors are already increasing their focus on 
international markets. Over the last five years, while international equity searches have accounted for 
38% of the total number of equity searches, the total assets associated with these searches represented 
56%. In 2011, international equity search activity surpassed US equity searches in both number of 
searches and dollars allocated, as indicated in Exhibit 2. We believe this trend will continue as investors 
continue to allocate their portfolios toward non-US markets. 

Exhibit 2a: In equity searches, international equities are surpassing the US

Source:�Callan�Associates,�Manager�Research�Trends.�As�of�August�31,�2011.

At the same time, the international small-cap asset class has also attracted a significant amount of 
attention during the recent uptick in international equity searches. International small-cap already 
accounts for 10% of all global equity searches and has been one of the largest share gainers of search 
activity over the last two years.

5-Year Search Activity 2006-2010 2011 Year-to-Date Search Activity

number of Searches Amount Allocated ($B) number of Searches Amount Allocated ($B)

Domestic�Equity 253 $42.1 25 $1.6

International/Global�Equity 156 $54.5 30 $3.7
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Exhibit 2b: Within international equity searches, international small-cap is an increasingly large component

Source:�Callan�Associates,�Manager�Research�Trends.�As�of�August�31,�2011.

Investors are increasingly focused on non-US equity, a trend we expect to continue as global markets 
evolve and home country biases moderate. Importantly, the international equity asset class is a 
collection of diverse opportunity sets; the small-cap segment of this universe can offer a differentiated, 
compelling solution that we believe warrants more consideration. 

Why International Small-Cap Equity?

Strong relative performance history

We believe that international small-cap equities can both complement and provide diversification 
benefits to an investor’s equity allocation. International and US small-caps have historically provided 
strong returns relative to their large-cap counterparts. Over the last decade, international small-cap 
equity has outperformed US large-cap equity by almost 100% and international large-cap equity by 
almost 70% on a cumulative basis. 

Exhibit 3: International small-cap equities have grown 137% over the last ten years
Growth of $100 investment over the last ten years as of December 31, 2011

Source:�GSAM.�January�1,�2002�-�December�31,�2011.�Based�on�$100�initial�investment.�
A�graphical�measurement�of�a�portfolio’s�gross�return�that�simulates�the�performance�of�an�initial�investment�of�$100�over�the�given�time�period.�
The�example�provided�does�not�reflect�the�deduction�of�investment�advisory�fees�which�would�reduce�an�investor’s�return.�Please�be�advised�that�
since�this�example�is�calculated�gross�of�fees�the�compounding�effect�of�an�investment�manager’s�fees�are�not�taken�into�consideration�and�the�
deduction�of�such�fees�would�have�a�significant�impact�on�the�returns�the�greater�the�time�period�and�as�such�the�value�of�the�$100,�if�calculated�on�
a�net�basis,�would�be�significantly�lower�than�shown�in�this�example.�
In�Exhibit�3,�Exhibit�4�and�Exhibit�5:�International�Small-Caps�are�represented�by�the�S&P�Developed�ex�US�Small�Cap�Index�(total�return�net�of�
dividend�withholding�taxes,�unhedged,�measured�in�USD);�International�Large-Caps�are�represented�by�the�S&P�Developed�ex�US�Large/Mid�Cap�
Index�(total�return�net�of�dividend�withholding�taxes,�unhedged,�measured�in�USD);�US�Large-Caps�are�represented�by�the�Russell�1000�Index�(total�
return);�US�Small-Caps�are�represented�by�the�Russell�2000�Index�(total�return).
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4International�Small-Caps�are�represented�by�the�S&P�Developed�ex�US�Small�Cap�Index;�International�Large-Caps�are�represented�by�the�S&P�
Developed�ex�US�Large/Mid�Cap�Index;�US�Large-Caps�are�represented�by�the�Russell�1000�Index;�US�Small-Caps�are�represented�by�the�Russell�
2000�Index.�As�of�December�31,�2011.
This�information�discusses�general�market�activity,�industry�or�sector�trends,�or�other�broad-based�economic,�market�or�political�conditions�and�
should�not�be�construed�as�research�or�investment�advice.�Please�see�additional�disclosures.

Importantly, this outperformance has been consistent, with the international small-cap universe 
outpacing international large-cap equities in eight out of the last eleven calendar years, and US small-
caps outpacing US large-caps in seven out of the last eleven years. Diversification of international small-
caps has also added value relative to US small-caps over the long term.

Exhibit 4: International small-cap equities have been outpacing other domestic and international equities  

Source:�FactSet.�Past�performance�is�no�guarantee�of�future�results.�

On a risk-adjusted basis, international small-cap performance has also been compelling, with a  
Sharpe ratio double that of US small-cap and international large-cap, and nearly 4X that of  
the US large-cap universe.

Exhibit 5: International small-cap equities provide compelling risk-adjusted returns

Source:�GSAM.�January�1,�2002�-�December�31,�2011.�Risk-free�rate�is�Bank�of�America�Merrill�Lynch�US�T-bill:�3�month�index.

Why Active Management?

Broad and inefficient universe presents opportunities

We think small-caps represent an exciting investment opportunity based on the distinct attributes of 
the asset class and its constituents. The characteristics of the universe are attractive: it is both large and 
inefficient. The international small-cap universe is comprised of nearly 4,000 stocks, while the large-/
mid-cap segment includes approximately 1,200 stocks.4 Given the larger scope of the universe and 
the smaller size of the individual companies, international small-caps also tend to have less research 
coverage relative to their large-cap counterparts. 

Index
Compounded Annualized  

Return (%)
Annualized Standard 

Deviation (%) Sharpe Ratio

S&P�Developed�ex�US�Small�Cap� 9.03 20.21 0.35

S&P�Developed�ex�US�Large/Mid�Cap� 5.34 18.78 0.18

Russell�2000� 5.62 21.00 0.17

Russell�1000� 3.34 16.07 0.09
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5Source:�Thomson�Reuters,�GSAM.�Large-cap�companies�represented�by�the�MSCI�World�Standard�(Large+Mid�Cap)�Index.�Small-cap�companies�
represented�by�the�MSCI�World�Small�Cap�Index.�As�of�December�31,�2010.�Past performance is not indicative of future results, which 
may vary.
This�information�discusses�general�market�activity,�industry�or�sector�trends,�or�other�broad-based�economic,�market�or�political�conditions�and�
should�not�be�construed�as�research�or�investment�advice.�Please�see�additional�disclosures.

On average, large-cap companies are covered by seven research firms, while small-cap companies are 
covered by only three.5 Within the international small-cap equity universe, less research coverage and 
a greater number of securities offers active managers a wider opportunity set, relative to large-cap 
equities, from which to exploit market inefficiencies and source investment ideas. 

These thousands of diverse companies with varying valuations create a higher dispersion of returns 
among individual stocks compared to the large-cap universe, as seen in Exhibit 6. This dispersion 
presents many winners and losers, and thus fertile ground for alpha generation. Skilled active managers 
can identify true candidates for growth and capitalize on the large dispersion of returns within the 
small-cap equity universe. With robust research, active managers can uncover early stage opportunities 
such as small businesses in growing economic segments, players in niche markets with ample room for 
growth and takeout candidates in consolidating markets, a particularly timely theme with record levels 
of cash on corporate balance sheets. Additionally, well-managed small-cap companies with exposure 
to growth markets may also provide compelling upside potential. At the same time, greater variance of 
returns can pose greater volatility. We believe strong active managers can mitigate the risks of higher 
stock level dispersion through in-depth analysis and portfolio risk metrics.

Exhibit 6: Small-cap companies offer more differentiated returns
Dispersion of calendar year returns, large-cap vs small-cap companies

Source:�Thomson�Reuters,�GSAM.�Large-cap�companies�represented�by�the�MSCI�World�Standard�(Large+Mid�Cap)�Index.�Small-cap�companies�
represented�by�the�MSCI�World�Small-Cap�Index.�As�of�December�31,�2010.�Past performance is not indicative of future results, which 
may vary.
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Conclusion 

As investors consider their equity allocations, we believe they should expand their approach to more 
international opportunities to capture the growth of non-US markets over the next two decades. Taking 
this a step further, international small-cap equities have historically offered greater risk/return potential 
relative to their large-cap counterparts. In addition, the international small-cap universe is large, with 
higher dispersion and less research coverage. We believe that these unique characteristics, among others, 
provide active managers with ample opportunity to exploit inefficiencies and generate alpha across 
international small-cap equities.
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Disclosures
Past performance is not indicative of future results, which may vary.
Views�and�opinions�expressed�are�for�informational�purposes�only�and�do�not�constitute�a�recommendation�by�GSAM�to�buy,�sell,�or�hold�any�
security.�Views�and�opinions�are�current�as�of�the�date�of�this�presentation�and�may�be�subject�to�change,�they�should�not�be�construed�as�
investment�advice.
Emerging�markets�securities�may�be�less�liquid�and�more�volatile�and�are�subject�to�a�number�of�additional�risks,�including�but�not�limited�to�currency�
fluctuations�and�political�instability.
This�information�discusses�general�market�activity,�industry�or�sector�trends,�or�other�broad-based�economic,�market�or�political�conditions�and�
should�not�be�construed�as�research�or�investment�advice.
This�material�has�been�prepared�by�GSAM�and�is�not�a�product�of�Goldman�Sachs�Global�Investment�Research.�The�views�and�opinions�expressed�
may�differ�from�those�of�Goldman�Sachs�Global�Investment�Research�or�other�departments�or�divisions�of�Goldman�Sachs�and�its�affiliates.�
Investors�are�urged�to�consult�with�their�financial�advisors�before�buying�or�selling�any�securities.�This�information�may�not�be�current�and�GSAM�
has�no�obligation�to�provide�any�updates�or�changes.�Although�certain�information�has�been�obtained�from�sources�believed�to�be�reliable,�we�
do�not�guarantee�its�accuracy,�completeness�or�fairness.�We�have�relied�upon�and�assumed�without�independent�verification,�the�accuracy�and�
completeness�of�all�information�available�from�public�sources.
Confidentiality
No�part�of�this�material�may,�without�GSAM’s�prior�written�consent,�be�(i)�copied,�photocopied�or�duplicated�in�any�form,�by�any�means,�or�(ii)�
distributed�to�any�person�that�is�not�an�employee,�officer,�director,�or�authorized�agent�of�the�recipient.
References�to�indices,�benchmarks�or�other�measures�of�relative�market�performance�over�a�specified�period�of�time�are�provided�for�your�
information�only�and�do�not�imply�that�the�portfolio�will�achieve�similar�results.�The�index�composition�may�not�reflect�the�manner�in�which�a�
portfolio�is�constructed.�While�an�adviser�seeks�to�design�a�portfolio�which�reflects�appropriate�risk�and�return�features,�portfolio�characteristics�
may�deviate�from�those�of�the�benchmark.
Index Benchmarks
Indices�are�unmanaged.�The�figures�for�the�index�reflect�the�reinvestment�of�all�income�or�dividends,�as�applicable,�but�do�not�reflect�the�deduction�
of�any�fees�or�expenses�which�would�reduce�returns.�Investors�cannot�invest�directly�in�indices.
The�indices�referenced�herein�have�been�selected�because�they�are�well�known,�easily�recognized�by�investors,�and�reflect�those�indices�that�
the�Investment�Manager�believes,�in�part�based�on�industry�practice,�provide�a�suitable�benchmark�against�which�to�evaluate�the�investment�
or�broader�market�described�herein.�The�exclusion�of�“failed”�or�closed�hedge�funds�may�mean�that�each�index�overstates�the�performance�of�
hedge�funds�generally.
In�the�United�Kingdom,�this�material�is�a�financial�promotion�and�has�been�approved�by�Goldman�Sachs�Asset�Management�International,�which�is�
authorized�and�regulated�in�the�United�Kingdom�by�the�Financial�Services�Authority.
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